WHY THIS MESSAGE:
Because the University of Florida is a State-operated and financed institution, it cannot budget nor borrow funds needed to provide the one-to-nine matching sum necessary to assure an allocation from the National Defense Loan Fund. Thus donations must be relied upon to raise the $90,000 needed to establish a basis for the total revolving fund required for student aid during the next four years. Hence this appeal for alumni help.

• Your University needs $90,000. That sum is required to provide funds on a matching basis so students at your University can take advantage of the National Defense Loan Fund established by the U.S. Government. For each dollar from the University the NDLF will allocate nine to provide a revolving fund of almost a million dollars to help struggling students complete their education.

• The U/F student body has pledged its help to raise some $20,000 of the sum needed. Students are looking to you alumni for the remaining $70,000. A gift from each of you will reach the goal—and every dollar thus donated is tax deductible.

• There's no better time than right now to help your University—and there's no better reason for helping your University than to make sure that some fine, up-and-coming youngster gets the loan he needs in time to help him over the rough financial spots on the road to a college degree. And who knows—maybe the boy your dollars aid today will be serving your business later with the skill and knowledge you helped make it possible to acquire.

• Remember your own college days. If you had a rocky financial path to walk—give so others may find the going easier. And if things went smooth and fine for you—give so that others can avoid some of the frustrations and heartbreaks you didn't know existed.

MAKE A FIRM PLEDGE NOW
Write a check today to:
University of Florida Endowment Corp.
And send it promptly to:
University Alumni Association; P. O. Box 3535
University Station, Gainesville, Fla.
Sunshade canopies of precast concrete were made integrally with the ceramic tile-faced precast curtain wall panels for The First National Bank of Miami. Canopies ranged from 3 1/2 feet on the north to 5 1/2 feet on the east and south elevations, and provide almost complete shade for the windows. Architects estimated canopies saved 20 per cent on air-conditioning costs. Flat tile-faced panels, 2 1/2' x 9", were also used on east and west elevations.

Each panel is supported with continuous angles cast in the back of the panel and resting on steel beams. Clip angles and plates at bottom of each panel give firm anchorage. Light-weight insulation, lath and plaster are applied directly to the back of the panel. This type of spandrel panel was used on the north and south elevations and partially on the east wall.
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THE COVER
Through the cooperative initiative of Larry Salkin of the U/F Student Chapter, AIA, several of the 1961 covers of the Florida Architect will be the designs of U/F architectural students as last year. This month's cover was adapted from the design sketch of J. A. Huberman.
Rustic and rough with a handloomed look as authentic as its Scottish inspiration—COTTER'S LOOM is another creation in VICRTEx V.E.F.* VINYL WALLCOVERINGS. Rare and distinctive COTTER'S LOOM lends itself to a multitude of decorating schemes. Many times tougher than its handloomed counterpart, it can't be snagged, chipped, peeled, cracked or scratched. Waterproof, weatherproof, flame and stain-resistant—wipes clean with a damp cloth, 28 exciting colors. Send to DWOSKIN now for samples, prices.

*Vinyl Electronically Fused.
Better Design Through
More Efficient Practice

By DANIEL SCHWARTZMAN, FAIA

This article has been adapted from a speech given by the Chairman of the AIA's Office Practice Committee in summary of the FAA's second annual Office Practice Seminar held August 12, 1960, at Dunedin.

It was considered fashionable not so long ago to think of "Office Practice" as a subject which interested only those members of the profession who had limited design ability, or those who were concerned only with the administration and business aspects of architectural practice.

This point of view was fallacious and all of us now realize it. I have had occasion to discuss this subject with several of our most gifted architects, whose reputation for outstanding design is worldwide. Their concern was that the complication of today's architectural practice was so demanding of their time, that it seriously interfered with the time required for the design phase of their projects. Since they had a dedicated professional attitude, the time was found, but at the expense of their own near-exhaustion.

Now, not all of us are fortunate enough to have partners or business managers that can relieve us of the burden of office administration. It is also true that most of the better architectural design in the world is done by those with individual practices, and with organizations of modest size. This is not meant to deprecate the work of our larger architectural organizations, who, through great teamwork, have been successful in maintaining a consistently high level of design excellence in their work. This is peculiarly an American phenomenon, and requires organizational skills that are at the genius level.

I sincerely believe that, with few exceptions, architects in general are extremely conscientious and are dedicated to doing their best possible work for their clients (within the limitations of their design abilities, time available, and the demands of the project budget) without putting financial return ahead of the design needs of the project.

The one thing that could give us all more time for design within the imposed limitations of our projects is to have a background of mental security that comes with efficient office procedures. This is the field in which the American Institute of Architects has done its most useful work for the members of the profession. And it is generally understood by all concerned that there is much more yet to be done, in a professional world in which the demands are ever increasing. A clear demonstration of this can be found in the current outbreak of court cases in which the architect has been held liable not only for the accuracy of his own services, but also held responsible for the defects in the work which are beyond his absolute control.

Our present AIA Architect-Owner Agreement Form is a great improvement over the previous form—which was left unrevised for so many years in spite of generally recognized inadequacies, because of the questionable attitude that it was "court-tested" and it would be dangerous to revise it. Our present agreement form, improved as it is, still leaves us vulnerable to unreasonable responsibility for matters not under our complete control. This is a result of our reluctance to give up any aspect (Continued on Page 8)
Saluting:

Architects: Pancoast, Ferendino, Skeels and Burnham.
Engineers: Oliver Parsons and Associates; Oboler and Parke.

Museum of Science and Natural History ... A fine example of functional design for a public building.

BETTER FUEL COUNCIL of DADE COUNTY

A Better Fuel Council member is ready to assist in solving your commercial heating problems. Just call FR 1-2447.
The **CONCRETE CURTAIN WALLS**

of McCormick Place—new $34,000,000 exposition center on Chicago's lakefront—were made of Trinity White portland cement and exposed white aggregate

McCormick Place is one of the largest concrete structures in the world—three blocks long by a block wide and high as a ten-story building... 2,010 curtain wall panels made of Trinity White and white aggregate were used. Sculptured panel designs by Constantine Nivola.

Shaw Metz & Associates, Architects;
American-Marietta Co., Concrete Products Division, Manufacturer.

A Product of General Portland Cement Co.
Chicago • Chattanooga • Dallas • Fort Worth
Houston • Fredonia, Kansas • Jackson, Michigan • Tampa • Miami • Los Angeles

THE FLORIDA ARCHITECT
ANNOUNCING...
the lifetime solution to Florida home comfort

Arkla-
Sun Valley
OIL-Fired
ALL-YEAR
AIR CONDITIONER

An Air Conditioning Unit that HEATS and COOLS from a single coil under a vacuum-sealed system.

- Patented and exclusive... NO MOVING PARTS in heating or cooling cycles...
- Designed to give top-quality performance for 20 years—or more. Lowest depreciation of any central heating-cooling unit ever built.
- Low Cost Operation... OIL is the cheapest and safest fuel. Real long-term savings.

- Compact and vibration-free... no noisy compressor... performs the 12-month climate control job with a single, inexpensive OIL flame.
- Simple, automatic—just dial the thermostat for desired temperature.
- The Arkla-Servel “Sun Valley” refrigerant solution is Lithium Bromide and distilled water, as harmless as ordinary salt water.

Now manufactured in 3½-ton size for the average size home and 5-ton size for larger homes and small commercial establishments.

5-YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY
Plumbing and heating contractors, air conditioning contractors, architects and builders are invited to write for details and charts of Cycle of Operation.
A Problem In Churches

... how to get needed heat economically

* SOLUTION

1. Specify room-by-room control of heat — safe and clean due to electricity. ELECTREND provides this...

2. Specify efficiency of heating to give positive through-room circulation. ELECTREND provides this...

3. Specify space-saving and economy through in-wall, and two-way heat distribution. ELECTREND provides this...

Better Design...
(Continued from Page 4)

of the hard-won prestige of the architect as the key professional figure in the construction project. It leaves us on relatively unsafe ground with respect to the full responsibility we are assuming for the work of our engineering consultants; the checking of shop drawings; the certification of payments to contractors and supervision of construction.

The Board of Directors of the Institute has recognized this and has committees and legal counsellors hard at work under urgent priority studying this problem. The Office Practice Committee has completed, after much study, an "Architect-Engineer Agreement Form" which the "Documents Review Committee" of the Board is now studying. If adapted, this should be extremely helpful in clearing up the cloudy areas of joint professional responsibility which have recently gotten some of our colleagues into liability difficulties.

Another aspect of architectural practice which we have a tendency to neglect is "Employee and Associate Relationships." The recent upsurge of work which has landed relatively inexperienced but otherwise capable men into positions of responsibility in our offices, has sharply focused our attention on those problems.

May I suggest to you that the way to anticipate and obviate most of the situations which have a tendency to upset the morale of our offices (and no architectural organization can do its best work without a high "esprit-de-corps") is to spell out in full detail every possible aspect of Employer-Employee relationship into a written "Office Regulations" which is given to the Employee on the first day of his employment. These regulations must state in unmistakable terms (1) what the Employer may reasonably expect and (2) what the Employee will receive in customary benefits including hours of employment, vacations, sick leave, etc. This regulation form can also become part of your employment and profit participation agreements with your key associates.

The New York Chapter has recently conducted a survey among its membership to find what the customary procedures in the important aspects of "Employer-Employee" relationship and the results are most revealing. This information will be invaluable to offices setting up their own regulations and I strongly advise the Florida Association of Architects to undertake a similar survey.

The Office Practice Committee of the Institute is now preparing a typical questionnaire form that can be used for such a survey, which we hope will be ready by the next convention. I also want to call your attention to an "Office Regulation" prototype published in the recent AIA Handbook of Practice, which I helped to prepare. This can also serve as a useful guide.

I am glad that I have had the opportunity to discuss at least two aspects of Office Practice which are of such great importance to the professional well being of all of us.

The ARCHITECT ... and The ENGINEER

ARCHITECTS design for human use and feelings ... ENGINEERS design for physical forces and laws ... The design of mechanical and electrical processes and the carrying structure and conduits can be done by engineers working as teams. All of the devices and systems manufactured and assembled in buildings were at their original time of conception the product of an engineering or manufacturing mind ... The choice, arrangement, assembly and disposition of these items and systems for human use is the work of the ARCHITECT who at times may need the advice and aid of specialists in the design and functioning of these devices and systems ... The elimination of the ARCHITECT who studies the human use and feelings and the substitution of the ENGINEER specialists in the design of buildings for human use is to reverse a natural process — and will work to stop study and growth of betterment in human environments. — FRANCIS R. WALTON, AIA.
NEW BUILDING MATERIAL — BUILT RIGHT INTO NEW CONSTRUCTION — GUARANTEES PROTECTION AGAINST TERMITES & BLOCKS ENTRY OF UNDERGROUND MOISTURE VAPOR

Now for the first time, architects can specify a product that will guarantee to their clients homes or public buildings that are free from the menace of subterranean termites, ants and moisture vapor originating underground.

This new material, Bird Termite Prevention System, is a manufactured product made by the Building Materials Division of Bird & Son, Inc., of East Walpole, Mass. It is used in new construction and is not to be confused with pest control products used after damage has started.

The Bird Termite Prevention System is as much a part of the building of new construction as the foundation, the cellar floor, or the slab. It was designed to prevent damage by underground moisture vapor and underground pests, to block these damaging factors from entry into the building, and so eliminate expensive corrective measures.

Does two jobs at once

Bird TERMIBAR, Termite & Vapor Barrier, is available in easy-to-handle rolls — a base sheet of heavy felt saturated with deadly Dieldrin, one of the most stable and effective insecticides known, and laminated in a multi-ply fabrication including two plastic vapor barrier films that renders a house impervious to the transmission of underground moisture vapor. This composite construction gives a low perm vapor barrier protected from rot and breakdown by copper naphthenate, time tested and time proven.

Architects helped develop product

This multiple termite and vapor barrier, Bird TERMIBAR, was developed through the coordination of leading architects, Bird & Son, Inc., and the Shell Chemical Corp. It is the result of years of research and consultation among men who deal in building and men who deal in insect control. Their combined efforts have resulted in a termite control product that eliminates the need of specially treated lumber, a bothersome item of building expense.

When TERMIBAR is installed under slab construction, the vapor barrier is established with the use of a minimum amount of costly crushed rock — an important factor in sections where crushed rock is expensive. Before Bird & Son, Inc., put TERMIBAR into production they waited for the favorable findings of the U.S.D.A., Forest Service in Gulfport, Miss., on the deadly properties of Dieldrin, the insecticide in the product. The laboratory's findings were the result of over 10 years' careful research and testing.

Quality controlled product . . . application is foolproof

No areas can be over-saturated, or completely overlooked . . . distribution of the insecticide is uniformly controlled in manufacture and is evenly spread under the entire building with the laying of the TERMIBAR membrane.

Bird TERMIBAR is checked from its manufacture to installation by responsible Bird authorized operators.

A Bird & Son 5-year guarantee of the installed Bird Termite Prevention System is available to protect the property owner and the reputation of the architect.

Detach and mail this
Post Card for
free information

BUILDING MATERIALS DIVISION
Charleston - South Carolina
THE MOST EFFECTIVE TERMITE PROTECTION
SO FAR DESIGNED –
YET EASY TO INSTALL

1
First six-foot strip of Bird TERMI-
BAR Barrier is laid with six inches
bent up inside wall to back up ex-
pansion joint. Subsequent strips
are overlapped six inches.

2
Openings around pipes and other
objects projecting through con­
crete slab are filled with Bird
TERMIBAR Caulk (Asphalt Ce­
ment containing Dieldrin).

3
Wire mesh is laid over Bird
TERMIBAR Barrier, and screeds
are installed. Expansion joint,
protected by TERMIBAR Barrier
at vertical wall, is nailed to wall.

4
If wooden screeds are used Bird
TERMIBAR Liquid is poured into
holes from which screed stakes
have been removed. Screeds and
wood stakes must be removed or
they will be bait for termites.

Kindly send me information about the
BIRD TERMITE PREVENTION SYSTEM

Name
Company
Street
City Zone State

I am: an Architect ☐ a Builder ☐ a Dealer ☐

Bird & Son, inc., developed this
Termite Resistant Vapor Barrier
in cooperation with Shell Chemi-
cal Corp., N.Y.C., and is the sole
U.S. Licensee under U.S. Patent
No. 2,952,938.

“Termi-bar is a
registered trade-mark
of Bird & Son, inc.
for components
used in its
Termite Prevention
System.

Meets FHA
minimum requirements
for vapor barrier and
termite prevention
under slab and
in crawl space.

and Son, inc.

-East Walpole, Massachusetts
-Charleston, South Carolina
-Shreveport, Louisiana
-Chicago, Illinois
THE KEY TO ARCHITECTURAL PRESTIGE

Florida architects have done much to upgrade home-building standards. The Medallion Home award is another incentive for their creative talents in furthering modern living... "Better Living—Electrically." It offers a challenge in designing All-Electric Kitchens, planned for modern electrical appliances, plus modern Light-for-Living throughout the house.

Regardless of size, type, or price, the Medallion Home award is given by Florida Power & Light Company to any home that meets the following electrical requirements:

- **ALL-ELECTRIC KITCHEN-LAUNDRY** that includes at least 4 major electrical appliances... water heater, range, and the choice of clothes dryer, dishwasher, or other "Reddy-servants."

- **FULL HOUSEPOWER** (100-200 amp service) with large enough wire and ample circuits, outlets and switches for maximum convenience and efficiency... now and in the future.

- **LIGHT-FOR-LIVING** properly planned for every part of the house and outdoors, for decorative beauty and utility.

**FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT CO.**

*Helping Build Florida*
Modern Concrete Grille Blocks
create fresh character and charm

Precast concrete grille blocks, the latest creation in masonry units — used individually or in combination — broaden the design opportunities for both homes and commercial buildings. They are not only decorative, but serve a practical purpose as a sun screen.

Available in a variety of styles, shapes, sizes, texture and colors, they offer unlimited scope for personal expression in wall treatments.

Concrete grille blocks — *living concrete* — are realistic evidence of the creativeness and progressiveness of America's concrete masonry manufacturers.
In Expectation
of Greatness

By PHILIP WILL, JR., FAIA
President, AIA

For several years now it has been my privilege, as an outside observer, to have seen something of Florida both as a piece of real estate and also as a regional division of the American Institute of Architects. Seeing it a Region, I have been immensely heartened by the rapid progress of the FAA in terms of all AIA objectives. One senses that the profession is now united in fellowship and mutual respect, whereas only a few years ago there was evidence of discord and jealousy. Through public service the architects have earned from government a new and higher order of respect. Architects are now looked upon as responsible citizens of special skills who can be called upon to serve the public welfare. For this progress, under the leadership of such men as SANFORD GOIN, CLINT GAMBLE, SAM KRAUSE and JOHN STETSON and many others, I salute the architects of Florida.

You have forged the FAA into an effective instrument of service and created the climate in which great accomplishment is possible. The great question you now face under the dynamic leadership of Bob LEVISON and his new team of officers is: For what purposes shall this instrument be used?

That the purposes will be worthy I have no doubt. As a friend, admirer and one who cheers from the sidelines, may I express the hope that you aim high enough, that you set objectives in scale with the needs of your great State and to the limit of the vision and mission of the Architectural Profession.

Florida is a unique State. Not only is its climate enviable; but its geographical isolation grants it a special (Continued on Page 30)
Nothing Just Happens!

... Somebody

Must

Make It Happen

By ROBERT H. LEVISON

President

The Florida Association of Architects

With its coming of age, the Florida Association of Architects must become more excited at the prospect of making things happen—things that are of vital consequence to us professionally as individuals, as members of progressive communities, and as citizens of a state whose frontiers have advanced as rapidly as those of any state in the Union.

To keep pace with these advancing frontiers—the advent of industry with its accompanying sociological expansion and building complexes—Florida architects must extend their consistent efforts and energy, not only during the coming year but during the years to follow. We now have one of the greatest opportunities ever afforded the members of any profession. We have a chance to lead in the development of our State’s most flourishing industry—construction.

Since the first cave man crawled out of his cave into the sunlight and interlaced leaves and branches for a roof, the building instincts of the human race have been channeled toward developing shelters for its families, erecting temples in which to worship, and creating surroundings in which to earn a livelihood.

Today’s basic urges are the same as they were 7,000 years ago when the ancient Egyptians built wattled huts along the Nile and the early Saracens established rude villages on the Persian plateaus of Persepolis and Susa. From these wattled huts and rude villages evolved the patterns of a world. Pathways emerged that led to exploration and trade, commerce and industry, castles and cathedrals—and ultimately, to the contemporary architecture of Frank Lloyd Wright and Mies van der Rohe.

But even in 5000 B.C. it took somebody to make things happen. If cave men had stayed in their caves, impervious to the attractions of golden sunlight and blue skies, man still might be as blind as a hoot owl—and architecture, as such, still waiting to be born. But because of the cave man’s initial curiosity and enterprise, for thousands of years now architects have led the human race in its eternal quest for cultural stability. The sum of their dreams in masonry, glass and metal has detailed the rise of history and the march of civilization.

A short time ago our Florida Association became a more integral part of the century-old American Institute of Architects. With this more important position in the national pattern, we must necessarily assume greater responsibility. Many problems confront us. Some are routine, to be solved with the simple application of common sense. Others present a challenge to be met only with the diligent application of uncommon intelligence and cooperation. Some can be resolved by frank discussion of ways and means between the parties involved. Others require the broad vision and determined perseverance of trained professionals, plus the painstaking and patient education of the public.

Along these lines, we must increase our public service. Each community offers many and diverse opportunities for serving our fellow citizens and improving their acquaintance with our profession. In accepting these opportunities, we not only bring credit to ourselves but to our profession as a whole and, in so doing, advance the entire cause of human relations.

In service to our profession, let us continue to maintain personal standards at the highest level. Let us assume further responsibility for what we and others have conceived. The most certain and obvious method for achieving professional success is to be willing and able to assume responsibility with its concomitant problems and headaches. I know of nothing that commands greater respect than
a responsible professional in any field. Nothing is of greater influence and significance to his community and his times than the quality of that responsibility. Cheap, incomplete services are worse than none at all. They injure the reputation of the individual and cast doubt on the professional integrity of his colleagues. As William McRae once said: "Responsibility is like a string we can only see the middle of. Both ends are out of sight." Although we may not be able to see both ends, let us at least make sure the middle doesn't sag.

We must renew our efforts to make our Association's committees more effective. We must increase and institute more informative seminars for the purpose of sharing with our younger members the experiences and lessons learned by the older ones. For this we need action—programs and willing workers, the help of all of you who have ideas and experiences to share. This will require the personal effort of every individual and a dedication to the task assigned him, no matter how seemingly inconsequential.

Let us all renew and extend our goals in directions that count—pride in our craftsmanship, individually and collectively. Contributions to our communities, for their benefit and our own. A willingness to accept responsibility.

Let the FAA be the somebody that makes things happen in 1961!

Florida Central

By A. WYNN HOWELL
President

The past year has been one of many events, both good and bad. National and international differences, state and national political campaigns and elections, a violent hurricane in our own state, and disasters of many sorts elsewhere have all had our attention and interest. All these things take their toll in emotions and energy; but being the Americans that we are, we are able to meet the great challenges that lie ahead. We have a new Governor and a new President; and regardless of our individual party affiliation we will support them with our best efforts.

In our Chapter we find many situations and opportunities to challenge us. The vast area that makes up the Florida Central Chapter offers a diversity of interest and opportunity unique in the State of Florida. Capable men live and work in these diverse areas and part of their challenge is to lead in all worthwhile efforts both in their individual communities, Chapter-wide, State-wide and Nation-wide.

In making committee appointments I have tried to select those whom I believe to be capable, sincere and determined to work. Especially important is the field of Public Relations. It is appalling how little the public still understands the profession and the function of its members. We often blame the public for our failure to be heard and known, but the fault lies with us. This year we must make ourselves known, but we must be known as professionals. The image we want will be the one we create.

I feel that we have a great opportunity for service in our visiting the College of Architecture and Fine Arts at the University of Florida. We need to know what is being taught as well as to offer suggestions as to what we feel the students need to best equip them to come into our offices. My frequent visits to Gainesville convince me that many students don't know what to expect after graduation.

At the risk of some degree of condemnation I want to express some dissatisfaction with some of Mr. Will's statements in his address at the recent FAA Convention in Hollywood. Many thought-provoking and challenging statements were contained in the address; but I question the reference to the small office as the place for design of a home or minor alteration. Mr. Will, of course, stated a truth, but not nearly a whole truth.

The field of the lone architect, or of the small office is, I believe, the whole of architecture manifested through sincerity, ability, and hard work. While it is true that architecture has been upgraded by good large offices, so has architecture been upgraded by individuals. The whole history of architecture is proof that architecture has been upgraded by individuals. I believe that upgrading and progress may come from all offices, both large and small. The tragedy of our present state is that both large and small offices have too often downgraded architecture. To all firms I would say, "Do your best to be creators and not imitators."

Our Chapter is naturally pleased to have one of our members as the new President of the FAA; and we pledge our best efforts to support Bob Levison and his fellow-officers in all their efforts toward the positive and challenging betterment of the profession throughout the State of Florida. Whatever concerns the individual concerns all, and whatever concerns all certainly concerns the individual. When the state officers and committee chairmen call on us for help, I believe that we in Florida Central will be willing and able servants.

Finally, I would ask that all of us support our very fine journal, The Florida Architect. ROGER SHERMAN wants our contributions to the magazine. Here again we may forge ahead in good Public Relations and make ourselves heard and known.

JANUARY, 1961
Jacksonville

By IVAN H. SMITH
President

Jacksonville Chapter objectives for 1961 are in a large measure influenced by the imminence of the State Legislature meeting and to the continuance of programs activated in 1960. Approximately eighty percent of the Chapter’s officers, directors and committee chairmen of 1960 are continuing over into 1961, largely because programs begun need continuity of leadership to bring about intended results. This is particularly true of Chapter committee work in connection with plans to create a Metropolitan Planning Commission and in the interim to solve urban traffic and parking problems. The Jacksonville Area Chamber of Commerce chairmen of these two important subcommittees are architects, with other architects actively serving.

Voters of Duval County in November passed a thirty-five million dollar school building bond issue. The School Board has previously requested architects to assist in the formulation of academic programs, for guidance in planning new buildings. These are nearing completion; so for 1961 we plan to expand these efforts in cooperation with the School Board Architectural Department in the preparation of architectural programs for design of new buildings.

The local AGC Chapter in 1960 put into practice the Four Hour Bid Plan, which our chapter endorsed. We are now requested to advise on refinements in the plan and to assist in other desired corrective measures of abuses currently found in the competitive bidding system.

The Chapter hopes to sponsor panel type meetings with professional engineers that will improve understanding and create a better climate for working together. A seminar in connection with church building is being planned for March. Chapter practice of interviewing all applicants for corporate and associate membership by the Executive Committee will be continued. We believe these interviews tend to give emphasis to the requirements of ethical practice, call attention to the desirability of attendance at Chapter meetings, and in turn acquaint us with the applicant’s professional interests so that effective committee work assignments can be made.

As to the meeting of the State Legislature, the Jacksonville Chapter is committed to support of the State FAA legislative policies affecting the profession on the local level, as well as statewide.

The December organizational meeting of the Chapter’s new Executive Committee appointed all committee chairmen and endorsed the above principal objectives. We also outlined the following additional specifics for inclusion in our 1960 program:

We will actively give support, where indicated, to effecting the required appropriations for the construction of the proposed new building for the College of Architecture and Fine Arts at the University of Florida. We will encourage Chapter members to work closely with the faculty and students at the University.

We will assist the State Board of Architecture and its representatives in their efforts to enforce State registration laws and regulations.

It is our desire to support the new FAA President and the Board in its policies; and we will encourage attendance at the FAA Board meetings by Chapter directors by reimbursing their transportation costs to Board meetings from Chapter funds.

We will encourage our Public Relations Committee to enlarge its activities and to use services, where appropriate, of a public relations consultant within the limits of the budget.

Daytona Beach

By WILLIAM B. GREENING
President

The Daytona Beach Chapter has enjoyed an orderly growth during the year just passed, and now numbers 19 corporate and 8 associate members.

This year the chapter established a new classification for membership called “allied” members. This is for those not practicing or employed by an architect but who have a vital interest in the profession. Our allied members include a man from the Florida Power and Light Company, a representative of a mechanical engineering firm, and a member of the faculty of the new Daytona Beach Junior College. We have 7 allied members in all.

We have attempted to present programs at our monthly dinner meetings which would be of interest not only to corporate or associate members but also to our new classification members.

Architect representation in civic affairs is increasing. Associate member DeWitt McGee is the City Planner. Joel Sayers is a member of the Daytona Beach Planning Board, Carl Gerken is a member of the Zoning Board of Appeals, Ralph Spicer is a member of the Daytona Beach Board of Review, Bill Greening and Carl Gerken are members of the Builders’ Exchange Board of Directors.

These accomplishments of the recent past are noted here to give credit to our retiring officers and to show the chapter’s progress. The new officers’ aim is to extend the influence of the FAA and to promote an awareness of the need for sound architectural planning in the community.
This is the Bostik Look

...blends a touch of texture with a shade of color to produce a new concept of form

*Trademark of B & B Chemical Company
New protective and decorative BOSTIK TEXTURED COATINGS have been developed to answer the needs of architects, engineers, contractors and owners who are concerned with designing and building structures whose exteriors demand protection, durability and beauty.

They are designed to be spray-coated on poured, precast and prestressed concrete; masonry, brick and concrete block; asbestos board, masonite and overlay plywood.

**BOSTIK: product of polyurethane chemistry**

BOSTIK TEXTURED COATINGS are the end result of a chemical reaction that takes place when an isocyanate activator in solvent is introduced to a pigmented urethane resin. Upon mixing, a cross linking reaction occurs and the film cures to a tough, weather resistant surface.

Aggregates of various sizes are introduced to the base film to produce a “textured” effect which can be dramatically pronounced or just a bit above smooth.

**POLYURETHANE: outstanding newcomer to architectural design**

The urethanes make one of the most resistant organic coatings ever developed. They possess a combination of desirable qualities heretofore unobtainable in conventional coating materials.

As a basic component of BOSTIK TEXTURED COATINGS, the urethanes provide high resistance to abrasion, wear, impact and mechanical abuse. Useable indoors or out, they are extremely resistant to industrial fumes, salt spray and smog. They are virtually invulnerable to the attacks of solvents, oils, grease, water and similar substances.

As tough and durable coatings, the urethanes are setting a new standard of excellence for the construction industry.

**BOSTIK: worldwide background to performance**

BOSTIK TEXTURED COATINGS are a colorful result of the BB Chemical Company’s emphasis in discovering, developing and marketing finishes and adhesives to industry for over three quarters of a century.

Using this background of finishing know-how, amassed at home and abroad in other BB Chemical affiliates, the company was one of the first to research and develop both clear and pigmented urethane coatings.

Urethane coatings have proven their worth in all manner of applications and in all areas of the world . . . from resisting torrid heat in the boilers of steel mills deep in the Ruhr Valley . . . to fighting corrosion in the holds of oil tankers sailing Lake Michigan . . . to coating wooden dye sticks in Southern textile mills . . . to protecting the laboratory floors at the BB Chemical plant in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Now, urethane chemistry takes another dramatic, colorful step forward. From the BB Chemical Company laboratories comes a touch of texture and a shade of color to produce a new concept of form . . . BOSTIK TEXTURED COATINGS.

**FROM SWEDEN . . .** Facade of housing project is warm, inviting and protected in depth from 400,000 square foot application of “the BOSTIK look.”

Location: Stockholm — Ostberga

Architect: SAR L.M. Gierty, ALVSO

Contractor: Ohisson & Skärne, Stockholm

**TO MASSACHUSETTS . . .** Mobile mission church uses “the BOSTIK look” to protect medium density overlay plywood in honeycomb cored roof panels.

Location: Burlington, Massachusetts


Pre-fabrication: Acorn Structures, Inc., East Acton, Massachusetts
TO FLORIDA . . . "The BOSTIK look" as it appears on the folded plate reinforced concrete roof and Y-shaped concrete supporting columns of this modern beach house in Miami.

Location: Miami, Florida
Architect: R. B. Browne, Miami, Florida
Coating Contractor: Bailey, Lewis & Williams Co., Miami and Atlanta

AND BB, TOO . . . Bright (and protective) way to make industrial-chemical plant attractive to townspeople and visitors is use of "the BOSTIK look" at Middleton, Massachusetts plant.

BOSTIK: in colors that befit imaginative design

The Bostik Textured Coatings color spectrum embraces over a dozen tones. Some are shown in this story; others appear in color charts available on request. All colors may be intermixed for an infinite variety of shades.

All are durable. All will retain their true tones without fading far longer than other types of applied finishes. All make it possible to suit color to the personality of the structure . . . individually or in combination.

BOSTIK: proved in the laboratory and on location

Bostik Textured Coatings demanded — and received — substantial proof of their worth and performance capabilities before being marketed commercially. Testing and development programs were conducted in the laboratory and on location, both in this country and abroad.

On Location Applications:

Bostik Textured Coatings had their first full-scale test in Stockholm, Sweden, where in 1955, over 400,000 square feet of precast concrete was given "the Bostik look." Due to the outstanding weather resistance of these textured coatings no further re-treatment of the surface will be required for many years.

It is interesting to note that, due to the many commercial successes Bostik Textured Coatings have enjoyed in Sweden, architects, engineers and construction firms in England, Germany and other European countries are rapidly becoming aware of — and putting to use — their excellent protective and decorative capabilities in many kinds of building applications.

From success in Sweden, "the Bostik look" came to Florida where it was sprayed on the roof and supporting concrete columns of a suspended design house in Miami.

In all, over 4,000 square feet of concrete was sprayed in an area where harsh sunlight, torrential rains and wind-driven sand can take their toll of exterior surfaces. The house continues to retain "the Bostik look".

Another application, important for its future potential, was the use of Bostik Textured Coatings to coat roof sections of medium density overlay plywood at a mobile mission church in Burlington, Massachusetts.

The 70,000 square foot addition to the BB Chemical plant in Middleton, Massachusetts, was sprayed with four colorful shades of Bostik Textured Coatings to demonstrate their remarkable corrosion resistance in a highly chemically concentrated atmosphere. In addition to protection, "the Bostik look" brought a new kind of beauty to what might have been just another industrial chemical plant.

In Laboratory Performance:

Bostik Textured Coatings have been, and continue to be, subjected to a continuing testing program which encompasses a full round of comprehensive performance tests.

These include Weatherometer tests, Fadeometer tests, Salt-Fog tests, Hot-Cold-Wet-Dry Cycle tests, a year-round research program in Florida, plus practical field applications throughout the country.

The knowledge accrued from tests in the laboratory and on location assures architects, engineers, builders and owners continuing standards of coating excellence when specifying, building and designing with Bostik Textured Coatings.

Bostik Textured Coatings

...blend a touch of texture with a shade of color to produce a new concept of form.

*Trademark of BB Chemical Company
ARCHITECTURAL SPECIFICATIONS for
BOSTIK TEXTURED COATINGS

GENERAL CONDITIONS:
The General Conditions of the specifications covering the over-all project shall form an integral part of this section.

EXTENT OF WORK:
Work included in this section covers all labor, material, equipment and supervision necessary for the installation of BOSTIK TEXTURED COATINGS by an approved franchised applicator to all areas set forth in the exterior coating schedules, drawings, and specification.

MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP:
BOSTIK TEXTURED COATINGS are the end result of a chemical reaction occurring when an isocyanate activator in solvent is introduced to a pigmented urethane resin. Upon application, a crosslinking reaction occurs in which the film cures chemically to form a tough, weather-resistant surface.

All BOSTIK liquid materials shall be first-quality, freshly compounded, and applied to wall surfaces directly from factory-sealed drums, without dilution or additives. Aggregates to be used shall be Wausau Quartz or approved equal delivered dry to the spray gun from a portable CXW sand blast unit manufactured expressly for the BB Chemical Company and supplied by Spray Engineering Company, 100 Cambridge Street, Burlington, Massachusetts. All installations shall be made by technically trained factory approved mechanics, using technical equipment specifically designed for this purpose.

PREPARATION:
All exterior exposed concrete, masonry, block, or cement based surfaces to have spray-applied BOSTIK TEXTURED COATINGS shall be dry and free from dirt and other materials.

Any major surface imperfections shall be remedied before spray operation begins. No BOSTIK TEXTURED COATINGS shall be applied to deteriorating surfaces without prior sandblasting to sound substrate and/or approval of franchised applicator. No spraying will be allowed in rainy or foggy weather or when the temperature is below 45°F.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE:
Application shall be made by an applicator who is licensed and franchised by the BB Chemical Company. Evidence of franchise must be submitted to architect in writing.

BOSTIK TEXTURED COATINGS are packaged in a unique 2-part system consisting of five gallon drums, with four gallons of Part A pigmented binder in the bottom, and one gallon of Part B clear, activator in the top insert. After removing cover, lift out insert, and pour Part B into Part A. Mix thoroughly for three to five minutes, with conventional mixing paddle. Quantities mixed at job site, should be governed by requirements for one day's application. Once mixed, the coating should be placed in a standard pressure feed tank with duplex control head. Materials remaining mixed for more than 8 hours shall be discarded and removed from the site.

BOSTIK TEXTURED COATINGS are applied to masonry surfaces by a two coat spray application, using the Spraco Triple Spray Gun Model #2470, as manufactured by Spray Engineering Company expressly for the BB Chemical Company.

After spray application of the gritted base coat, the top, or sealing coat, may be applied with the same gun and material by merely shutting off the flow of the aggregates and proceeding to spray over the base coat. Cleaning of equipment follows the usual spray equipment procedure using BB Chemical Company's solvent cleaner or a mixture of methyl ethyl ketone and isopropanol in equal parts.

COVERAGE:
A minimum mil thickness of 60 mils for the finished coating is the standard coating thickness when an aggregate is used that will pass a 20 mesh screen and be returned on a 35 mesh screen.

COLOR SELECTION:
All color selections shall be made and approved by the architect before the applicator shall proceed.
The year, 1960, has been one of slow but steady progress for the Mid-Florida Chapter and it is our hope that some of the actions taken and progress started during this period will begin to show results during the coming year. Probably our greatest activity has been in the associate members who wish to participate in reviewing and preparing for the State Board examination as well as to acquaint them with many factors of the profession and the A.I.A. which they were unable to acquire in school.

Another successful venture was our annual Beaux Arts Ball held in October. This was our second such event and served as a great fun and get acquainted function, as well as being a most successful public relations project. Plans are already being formulated to make the next one even better.

One of our most important projects, from a professional standpoint, has been the formation of a joint committee with the Associated General Contractors, Orange County General Contractors Association, Home Builders and Central Florida Builders Exchange. The purpose of this committee is to study the local building codes, primarily in respect to licensing requirements and the requirements necessary to obtain a building permit and to assist the City of Orlando in revising and bringing them up to date.

Due to several revisions and amendments to the Orlando Building Code in the past, there is at present no requirement that an architect or engineer prepare plans and specifications, nor that a licensed general contractor construct any type of building whatsoever, regardless of size or complexity, except at the discretion of the building official—who incidentally has been doing a good job, but cannot be expected to police or check design of all projects going through his office. At the present time this committee has drafted a mutually agreeable revision to the code, which in itself is a great accomplishment, and is ready to present it to the City for study and possible adoption. It is my hope that this committee can remain in effect to help work out other problems which exist between the various groups named.

One of our greatest problems on a local level is poor attendance at meetings and general lack of interest and cooperation, as well as participation, (Continued on Page 26)
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(Continued from Page 21)

by too many of our members. It appears as though the purpose of many in joining the organization has been to pay dues, when convenient, apply the A.I.A. behind his name, and then sit back and wait for the chapter to do something for him. This does not apply, of course, to all members as was shown by the fine cooperation of many during the staging of the Beaux Arts Ball.

Nor can the necessity of good leadership be minimized for the success of any organization. It does, however, become a little difficult to lead that which is not there to lead, as other officers have found out in the past. It would seem — as many times as it has been said — the fact would eventually register that any organization is made up of individual members and any benefits to be derived from the organization depends to a great extent on the degree of active and interested participation of each individual member toward common goals arrived at by mutual agreement with individual compromises when necessary. The primary purpose of our organization is not one of personal gain, but rather that of promoting and providing better professional services for the good of the public. Success in this will result in individual gain for each member.

It is our aim, this year, to attempt to stress more active participation by all members, channeled into constructive programs with specific aims so that the effort will reap the best possible results. One method of achieving this, begun last year, is more thorough investigation of prospective members, including personal interviews by our membership committee. This, I feel, gives the prospective member a sense of more importance in the organization as well as helping to prevent those who are not seriously interested in the good of the profession and are not willing to work toward this end from becoming members.

We have many talented and high caliber members in this area, a good slate of incoming officers, and plenty of room for accomplishment and improvement. So there is no reason why 1961 should not be a very successful year for the Mid Florida Chapter.

North Central

By CHESTER L. CRAFT, JR.
President

We of the Florida North Central Chapter of the A.I.A. for the year 1961 shall rededicate ourselves to the objects of the American Institute of Architects and with rekindled desires shall maintain standards of leadership among the chapters of the Institute.

More specifically, the program for the year shall be bi-fold: first, to build "with-in," and, to build "with-out."

I. To build "with-in":
1. To increase interest and cooperative action in the affairs of the Chapter, the FAA and the AIA;
2. To continue development of interesting programs for Chapter meetings so as to make attendance an asset;
3. To have each member be "a member in good standing";
4. To increase Chapter membership so as to include those qualified professionals who are not presently within our organization.

II. To build "with-out":
1. To continue the development of our public relations program as exemplified recently in the sponsoring of the competition for the design of the Tallahassee Junior Museum;
2. To adopt as our prime program-interest for the year that of community development in general and more specifically, of the greater Tallahassee area;
3. To maintain aggressive interests and leadership in community cultural projects such as the Randall House, the recently organized Tallahassee Fine Arts Council, and the Junior Museum.

Shall the year 1961 be one filled with positive thinking and positive action — a banner year? It can be so if we all work together.

Palm Beach

By HAROLD A. OBST
President

The big item of the agenda for the Palm Beach Chapter will be the 1961 FAA Convention. The Boca Raton Hotel, once called the "millionaires' hidden paradise," has been chosen as the site of the convention. The theme of the convention has not been selected yet, but the various convention committees, under KENNETH JACOBSON, general chairman, are already at work.
With Bob Wenig as chairman, the Chapter will serve the various communities within the boundaries of the Palm Beach Chapter, to assist in urban renewal and town planning. The Chapter has already had one meeting devoted to this subject, and more will be planned for the coming year.

The newly organized auxiliary is to be installed in January simultaneous with the installation of the chapter officers. Beverly Stetson is the first president of the auxiliary. The purpose of the local auxiliary is to assist the chapter in every way possible, with special emphasis for the coming year on the convention. Other officers are Joy Shoup, vice president, Thiddy Peacock, secretary, and Mary Jacobson, treasurer.

In the spring, the Palm Beach Chapter plans to have an exhibition of work of the members at the Norton Art gallery, location of a similar exhibit in 1953, entitled "Architecture Under the Sun." Chapter members have already expressed much interest in this project.

As 1961 will be a Florida legislative year, the Chapter will work with President Bon Levison on the legislative program of the FAA, and for such items as a new building for the College of Architecture at the University of Florida, revision of the mechanic's lien law, unified building codes, cooperation between the architectural and engineering professions, and other legislative items.

This, in bare outline form, expresses the main areas of concentration for 1961, of the Palm Beach chapter—with the Convention taking precedence, and assistance in urban renewal of various communities being next in importance. The chapter is also considering the sponsorship of a Beaux Arts ball, but at the time of writing nothing has been done to further this particular project. As President of the chapter, I hope that all members, from our two Fellows down through our junior associates, will take an active and enthusiastic interest in all chapter activities in 1961. If the FAA Convention is to be a success, all members will have to pitch in and actively support their chapter.

---

**Broward County**

**By ROBERT E. HANSEN**

President

For 1961 the Broward Chapter will put increasing emphasis on education and individualism.

The community planning and zoning committee is expected to be especially active in its program of public education on urban growth and redevelopment problems. In Fort Lauderdale two new split level cross traffic intersections (The New River Tunnel and the Third Avenue Bridge over New Bridge) point the way toward vertically separated intersections in the heavily trafficked areas of our communities of the future. By helping stimulate public thought on such problems we hope to hasten construction for State Road 9, with its five elevated crossovers in the Lauderdale area and similar growth projects to avoid the "fifteen years late" tag which the tunnel earned before it was completed.

We hope to join other chapters and other interested groups to work toward an adequate building code for all of Florida, along with unified qualification requirements for constructors.

(Continued on Page 28)
We will continue close cooperation with other building groups, to further the good of the profession and the industry through communication and education. The chapter is especially proud of the continuing development of the joint Craftsman Awards program with the Broward Builders Exchange.

In the area of public service, in addition to urban planning activities, our members are expected to increase already sizeable voluntary activities on planning and zoning boards and on examining boards, neighborhood planning committees and the like.

There are enough community jobs that need doing for everyone—and a bit more. I believe we can find the willing manpower to search out the opportunities and do something about such needs.

In 1961 we will aim toward increased dissemination of educational information within the profession. A continuing project from 1960 will be analysis and recommendations gleaned from studies of "Donna." New state and national administrations give all of us excellent opportunity to help point the country toward a goal of "united action, with emphasis on educated individualism."

It seems especially important this year that architects take the lead in focussing attention on the need for respect for individuality in setting up construction finance programs, in urban planning and renewal, and especially in the planning of homes, where individuality begins and must be preserved.

Perhaps it is the lot of the architect in the world of the '60's to see to it that the individual is not swallowed up by mass planning or mass salesmanship or mass psychology.

By JAMES T. LENDRUM
President

In addition to its normal operation through committees, the Florida North Chapter of the AIA will expand on two activities which, while not being on the original program for 1960, were undertaken and have been carried over into this year.

RESIDENTIAL INTERIORS

Working closely with architect and client for residential decorations and furnishings of distinction

RICHARD PLUMER
Miami
155 Northeast Fortieth Street

By JAMES T. LENDRUM
President

In addition to its normal operation through committees, the Florida North Chapter of the AIA will expand on two activities which, while not being on the original program for 1960, were undertaken and have been carried over into this year.
proven to be worthwhile. Florida is well known for its "Oldest House" in St. Augustine. However, few people know of other buildings in the St. Augustine area, or the architectural heritage we have in other buildings throughout the state. Two members of the staff of the Department of Architecture at the University of Florida (Professor F. B. Reeves and Henry Edwards) have worked with the Historic American Buildings Survey during the summer months and have aroused an interest in the early buildings in Florida. In 1960 the Chapter financed a survey trip by these two men which took them through the western part of the state where they made a survey and submitted a report in which they listed seventy-one buildings suitable for recording. Previously the Chapter had advanced funds to cover direct costs for preparing measured drawings of The Bailey House in Gainesville. Here the work was done by students under the direction of Professor Reeves. It is anticipated that these actions will be followed by others in the hope that the HABS will undertake a complete survey, including photographs and measured drawings of the early architecture of Florida.

The Student Chapter of the AIA at the University has been active and encouragement was given the students this fall when The Florida North Chapter made a donation to two students who attended The International Student Convention at Mexico City. They made sketches and photographs and will present a report at the next Chapter meeting. While no plans have been made for future support of the Student Chapter in the way of direct financial aid, we will cooperate fully and encourage them in every way possible.

Florida South

By HERBERT R. SAVAGE
President

In deepest humility I accept the office as president of the Florida South Chapter for this New Year of 1961. On behalf of the executive committee I want to extend an open

(Continued on Page 30)
Hallmarks of Quality

MARLITE . . .
Versatile Marlite panels embody all the dignified beauty—but not the cost—of true marble and are adaptable to virtually any architectural treatment. Marlite Marble panels are available in sizes up to 4 by 8 feet with graining along the small dimensions.

IPIK . . .
Flash panel, solid core IPIK doors are unconditionally guaranteed against delamination and peeling and can be furnished in any species of hardwood in sizes up to four feet wide and eight feet high.

Florida South...
(Continued from Page 29)
door policy to all who read this magazine, as we know you have some question which you want answered with respect to the program and problems of the Chapter.

Three items stand out in my mind which are necessary to make a success of our services as a Chapter: a stronger service arm, the AIA and FAA; a strong desire of the individual practitioner to provide the public with the best possible in architectural services; and, last but not least, the need of each and every member to take an active and enthusiastic interest in committee work by which we carry out the wishes of the Chapter, along with the program of the Institute.

To paraphrase, we are only as strong as our weakest committee. Should the strongest committee fail to get the support of the membership we may not accomplish the ideal for which we are working. Therefore good public relations is a must for all architects; and our committees have been successful only when the information has reached the membership or the public.

I believe the Florida South Chapter has carried out a progressive policy to take into its membership, as associates, young architects and has attempted to assist them whenever possible in establishing an ethical and respected practice. This has been done by education or association with the older, tried architects who can help to avoid some of the rough road which we face when there is no organization nor counsel.

In Expectation . . .
(Continued from Page 13)
kind of independence and opportunity. It is the only State the majority of whose boundary is physically detached from other States or nations. Except along the northern border the principal populated areas are free of direct contact with other expanding cultures and economics. Your growing metropolitan areas are entirely within Florida. As compared to interstate urban sprawl of our east coast farther north and the Great Lakes

(Continued on Page 33)
More and more homebuyers are asking for

**CONCEALED TELEPHONE WIRING**

Whatever else the latest building boom may have done, one thing is certain — prospective home buyers no longer have to be sold on modern conveniences, like telephone planning. They ask for them.

The advantages of adding or moving telephones with a minimum of cost is a plus factor for any new home.

Won't you let us show you how easy it is to have modern, saleable concealed telephone wiring in the home or subdivision you are designing? Just call your Telephone Business Office.

**Southern Bell**

...Growing with the Future

---

**REMEMBER:**

aluminum won't rust

...just one of the reasons why it's wise to specify TITUS EXTRUDED ALUMINUM GRILLES, REGISTERS AND DIFFUSERS. They not only solve the rust problem . . . but they have today's most advanced design . . . assure outstanding performance on all types of air conditioning applications in all kinds of buildings. TODAY'S MOST COMPLETE LINE . . . conventional and linear types. Also outside louvers and pent-houses.

See your local Titus representative OR WRITE DIRECT FOR CATALOG EAG 7-59 to TITUS MFG. CORP., WATERLOO, IOWA.

**EXTRUDED ALUMINUM AIR DIFFUSION PRODUCTS**

by... TITUS

Home Office & Plant: WATERLOO, IOWA

---

Now manufactured in the

South in TERRELL, TEXAS

and HIALEAH, FLORIDA
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REVOLUTIONARY NEWS!
IT'S SILVER LIGHTING —
IT'S TEL...
BY STA-BRITE!

Put Sta-Brite's newest fluorescent fixture at the top of your list — ask for TEL... The Exquisite Luminaire. It has already been adopted as standard lighting by one of our large public utilities! A completely new innovation, developed after months of research, TEL was designed to answer the need for deluxe appearance, low cost, and unlimited flexibility. Most important, perhaps, is the beautiful silver light it affords, and the fact that it produces more foot candles than similar fixtures, at less cost! TEL is unusually shallow; hugs close to the ceiling; has the appearance of a wraparound; and contains 4 tubes in just 14¾” of space! It may be used with many different types of shielding. The TEL is just one more reason why STA-BRITE is your answer for all types of lighting. CALL ON US SOON.

PLASTER AND PAINT COMBINED IN ONE OPERATION

An extraordinary material called "FASERIT", imported from Europe, is applied over all kinds of construction material on interior walls and ceilings, such as the bare concrete blocks, sheet-rock, rock-lath, wood, etc., without any plastering underneath. Its use saves a considerable amount in construction and maintenance. It costs less than anything else and lasts at least for ten years with no repairing or repainting required. It is acoustical, fireproof, will never crack or peel off, even in the worst humid climates. Beautifully decorative colors can be obtained as desired. Also applied in special color combinations with texture-like finishings or designs. Ideal for homes, apartment buildings or hotels. For more information write: Faserit of Miami, 920 N. E. Second Avenue, Miami 32, Florida, or call FR 7-2224 in Miami and ask for a demonstration.

Shown here is part of the Lobby of the Singapore Hotel on Miami Beach, finished with "FASERIT" with special color combination.

A. R. COGSWELL
"SINCE 1921"

THE BEST in Architects' Supplies

Complete Reproduction Service

433 W. Bay St.
Jacksonville, Fla.
In Expectation...

(Continued from Page 30)

Complex, what an opportunity you have! Florida can be anything its citizens decide it should be!

Does this suggest to the profession an opportunity and an obligation?

Has Florida ever set for itself goals of its potential? If so, have the necessary steps been taken to guide growth toward these goals? If the answer to either question is "no," it is time to act.

We recognize that no single profession has the right or competence to establish for Florida a complete set of objectives: economic, educational, environment, etc., etc. But, any individual or group can discover the need, assemble the right people, bring pressure to the right points, and cause action. With the physical development of the State of such overwhelming importance we would hope that architects might take the lead. The FAA has the leaders and united support.

Perhaps we appear naive. But we will risk it in the expectation of greatness.
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F. GRAHAM WILLIAMS CO. INCORPORATED

"Beautiful and Permanent Building Materials"

ATLANTA GA.

TRINITY 5-0043
1690 MONROE DRIVE, N. E.
OFFICES AND YARD

FACE BRICK
HANDMADE BRICK
CERAMIC GLAZED BRICK
GRANITE
LIMESTONE
BRIAR HILL STONE
CRAB ORCHARD FLAGSTONE
CRAB ORCHARD RUBBLE STONE
CRAB ORCHARD STONE ROOFING
PENNSYLVANIA WILLIAMSTONE
"NOR-CARLA BLUESTONE"

PRECAST LIGHTWEIGHT INSULATING ROOF AND WALL SLABS

We are prepared to give the fullest cooperation and the best quality and service to the ARCHITECTS, CONTRACTORS and OWNERS on any of the many Beautiful and Permanent Building Materials we handle. Write, wire or telephone us COLLECT for complete information, samples and prices.

Represented in Florida by
LEUDEMAN and TERRY
3709 Harlano Street
Coral Gables, Florida
Telephone No. HI 3-6554
MO 1-5154
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PLEASE
KEEP ME
WARM...

with clean, luxurious
OIL HOME HEATING

COST MUCH LESS...MUCH SAFER...MUCH MORE DEPENDABLE

Oil heat averages about half the cost of home heating with other fuels!

Little or NO CASH DOWN —
terms to 36 months or longer

See your dealer now
for free home heating survey and cost estimate. No obligation.

FLORIDA HOME HEATING INSTITUTE
BUILDORAMA, DUPONT PLAZA CENTER, MIAMI

BUYING? BUILDING? MODERNIZING? Don’t take a beating on the cost of home heating! Insist on OIL heat — cheaper, safer, best by far for Florida!

GENTLE REMINDER TO ARCHITECTS:
Floridians are being "gently reminded" in ads like this of the superior safety, dependability and economy of OIL home heating. You’ll find ready agreement among your clients when you recommend OIL heat, proved best all 'round for Florida homes.

SEE THE OIL HEATING DISPLAY AT BUILDORAMA, DUPONT PLAZA CENTER, MIAMI
We have been appointed distributors for a product which we believe offers very wide possibilities for creative new design. It is called VitriNeer — an architectural ceramic veneer manufactured by The Robinson Brick and Tile Company of Denver, Colorado.

VitriNeer units are made of dense, high-fired ceramic clay, face-glazed in fourteen matt-surface, non-fading colors. Units measure 12 by 16 inches, with a uniform thickness of three-eighths of an inch. They are light in weight, strong, permanent and easy to install.

Samples of VitriNeer colors and texture are easily available to you. A new, fully informative data folder for your design-specification file is ready for your use.
The
Sanford W. Goin
Architectural
Scholarship

- Architecture was both a cause and a profession to Sanford W. Goin, FAIA. As a cause he preached it everywhere as the basis for better living and sound development in the state and region he loved. As a profession he practiced it with tolerance, with wisdom, with integrity and with humility.

- He was keenly aware that in the training of young people lay the bright future of the profession he served so well. So he worked with them, counseled them, taught them by giving freely of his interests, energies and experience. . . . The Sanford W. Goin Architectural Scholarship was established for the purpose of continuing, in some measure, the opportunities for training he so constantly offered. Your contribution to it can thus be a tangible share toward realization of those professional ideals for which Sanford W. Goin lived and worked.

The Florida Central Auxiliary has undertaken, as a special project, to raise funds for the Sanford W. Goin Architectural Scholarship. Contributions should be addressed to Mrs. Edmond N. MacCollin, President, 240 Bayside Drive, Clearwater Beach, Florida.

WOMEN'S AUXILIARY, FLORIDA CENTRAL CHAPTER, AIA.